The Honorable David E. Price  
U.S. House of Representatives  
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Representative Price:

I am pleased to inform you that THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL has been selected to receive funding under the NATIONAL RESOURCE CENTERS PROGRAM (015A). This grant will be in the amount of $266,600.00 for the period 08/15/2010 through 08/14/2011. It is anticipated that the grant will be for a total of 4 year(s). Accompanying this letter you will find both an explanation of the purpose of the NATIONAL RESOURCE CENTERS PROGRAM and a brief description of the activities that will be funded under the grant to THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL.

The contact at THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL is:

CARL W ERNST  
THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL  
104 AIRPORT DRIVE, SUITE 2200 CB 1350  
CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599  
(919) 843-0129

The grantee will be notified officially of their selection by the Department in the next few days. Please feel free to share this information with the grantee and others as you see fit.

I hope you find this information useful. If the Office of Legislation and Congressional Affairs can provide any further information in this regard or assistance in any other matter, please do not hesitate to contact me or my staff at (202) 401-1028.

Sincerely,

Gabriella Gomez  
Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Legislation and Congressional Affairs

Reference Grant Award Number: #P015A100127  
NORTH CAROLINA - 04
Purpose of the Program

Not Available
Purpose of Program: The NRC Program awards grants to institutions of higher education or consortia of institutions of higher education to establish or strengthen nationally recognized foreign language and area studies or international studies centers or programs. The grants may be used to support undergraduate centers or comprehensive centers, which include undergraduate, graduate, and professional school training activities.

The activities and support provided through national resource centers include: modern foreign language training; instruction in fields necessary to provide a full understanding of the areas, regions, or countries in which the modern foreign language taught is commonly used; teacher training activities on the language, languages, area studies, or thematic focus of the center; resources for research and training in international studies and the international and foreign language aspects of professional and other fields of study; instruction and research on issues in world affairs that concern one or more countries; faculty engaged in teaching and research that relates to the subject area of the center; library collections; outreach and consultative services on a national, regional, and local basis; linkages with overseas institutions of higher education and other organizations that may contribute to the teaching and research of the center; projects in cooperation with other centers addressing themes of world, regional, cross-regional, international, or global importance; and summer institutes in the United States or abroad designed to provide language and area training in the center’s field or topic.